
Events & Weddings



        illa Tasca is one of private the most

splendid historical residences in Palermo

that still belongs to the Tasca family who

have recently opened their doors to private

and exclusive events. Among the infinite

colours of the enchanted romantic gardens

and the exquisite halls decorated with

Eighteenth-century frescoes, you can

organise your own custom-designed event.

A deeply-rooted tradition of hospitality

expressed through the extreme care to

meeting your requirements.
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Events

Various parts of Villa Tasca can be put at your

disposal to host small and large events and

selected and professional suppliers will

provide you with all you need giving the

utmost attention to every detail to realise

corporate events, award-winning ceremonies

and sumptuous gala evenings. 



Elegance and simplicity typical of noble

residences are distinctive features of the

Villa Tasca Scuderia.  It is the perfect venue

for award-winning ceremonies, conferences

and corporate events. The Scuderia is used

in case of bad weather as an alternative to

the gardens, hence, all the guests can be

together in the same location.

Scuderia



            know a way to change
the world: looking at it

together with you ...

Cesare Cremonini
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Villa Tasca is a corner of paradise where you

may hold an important event like a wedding.

The hospitality of your hosts,

professionalism of the staff and culinary

skills of the chef, describe in a nutshell the

typical Tasca family tradition and will turn

your event into an unforgettable experience.

Wedding



Honey Moon Suite

The married couple has the opportunity to

book a Suite on the Noble Floor. A special

arrangement for the preparation of the bride

for one of the most exciting moments of her

life and for the wedding night. For a magical

awakening immersed in a dream.



Ceremony in the
gardens

At Villa Tasca you can organise a symbolic

ceremony in its charming romantic gardens,

the most magical part of the residence that

gives your special day that extra touch.



The private chapel of the Tasca family is

romantic, refined and unique, and symbolic

functions such as blessing ceremonies can

be held here. The chapel seats 45 people

Blessing Ceremony
in the Chapel



Villa full of delights
on the main street of

Mezzo Monreale
where there is a noble

home and luxurious
gardens shaded by

many kinds of trees.

A

Marchese di Vil labianca. 1788



One of the most emblematic gardens of the

Sicilian Eighteenth-century Romantic era, a

historical mansion, a home where many

famous individuals have stayed: Wagner,

King Ferdinand of Bourbon and Queen

Caroline, Bismarck, Margherita of Savoy and

Jacqueline Kennedy. A magical atmosphere

that Wagner, during his stay at Villa Tasca,

set to music and composed the second act

of Parsifal

Romantic Gardens
and Historical
Mansion



Guided Tour of 
Villa Tasca

A guided tour of the Villa Tasca Gardens

walking through pathways immersed in the

lush scenery, will take you back in time to the

historical and cultural period when Villa Tasca

was built. Guests will discover the spacious

rooms inside the Piano Nobile with their

frescoes and majolica depicting rocky scenery

and that same impression of perfect balance

felt in the gardens between bursting life and

quiet peacefulness. At the end of the tour you

will be offered a cup of coffee, tea or a fresh

drink on the terrace,
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